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SPORTSMEN’S EVENTS

Obed. Matches See Website
(Next one is 11/6, both AM and PM)
Agility: TBA
AKC Obedience/Rally: Oct 23-25, 2020
AKC Scent Work: Nov 14-15, 2020
(Premiums on website)

Floor Cleaning
10/18
11/1
12/6
(Generally happens very early or very late)

Rentals
10/31 & 11/1
11/21 & 22
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COMPETITION RESULTS

Keys/Velvet

Loc/date

Sport

SDTC 9/26&27

C-WAGS Scent
AKC Agility
Master Jumpers Pref.
Master Jumpers Pref
Master Std Pref
Time To Beat

10/17
10/18
10/18
10/18

/Hudson
/Chocolatta

10/1
10/1

Score/pl/leg

Title
Ranger 1 and 2

1st Place
1st Place
1st Place
1st Place

AKC Farm Dog
AKC Farm Dog

FDC
FDC

Hudson Keys
Krnacik/Tally

SDTC 9/26&27

C-WAGS Scent

Level 1

Smith/Shelly

9/4/20
Ft Det. GR Club

AKC Agility

ACT
NA (nov. Agil)

Two Novice Jumpers legs
Widdows/Emily Anne SDTC 9/26&27

C-WAGS Scent

Emily found 19 of 20 scents
and earned her Ranger Novice title
and 3 of 4 Level 4 legs.

Wellsandt/River
River sired 10 Labrador Retrievers via Federal Express in lower Indiana. Not bad for 9.5 yrs. Sr. Dog. 5 yellow
and 5 black coats. Two will be Mi., 1 in Vermont, 2 in California., rest Ind. Maybe 1 in WI.
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Sled Dog Team Travels from Nome to D.C., 1907 (Submitted by C. Winkles)
https://americacomesalive.com/sled-dog-team-travels-from-nome-to-d-c-1907/
(reprinted with permission)

A sled dog team making its way from Nome, Alaska, to Washington, D.C. in 1907 grabbed headlines
across the nation.
The trip was 8000 miles through snow drifts and grasslands and was a wager undertaken by Eli Smith,
musher and postal employee. Smith left Nome in November of 1905 with an eight-dog team led by a wolf
that Smith rescued when a pup.

Klondike Gold Rush
In August of 1896, gold was discovered in the Klondike region of the Yukon. An estimated 100,000
prospectors made their way north to Canada in search of gold. Photographs show lines of men with
backpacks traveling to the gold fields, but those who knew Northwest Canada had dog sleds to carry their
equipment and speed travel.
Eli Smith (1856-1948) was one of many men in the region looking for gold. Like others, Smith had some
good luck—and then a lot less good luck.
As he prospected, He traveled with a strong dog team. According to the book, Wolf, the Storm Leader,
Smith used huskies (“malamoots”), “Siwash” dogs (native dogs that weren’t huskies), and a few “outside
dogs” (regular dogs that were good as part of a team).
One day Smith ran into a man who was dragging with him an injured wolf pup. Smith disliked
mistreatment of any animal and offered the man some gold dust for the wolf. The fellow happily agreed to
the trade.

Wolf Settles In
The pup was in need of medical attention, so for the first few days, Smith kept him inside his cabin in
Dawson City in the Yukon. When Wolf was better, he lived outside chained to a stake as the other dogs
were. Sometimes Smith would take him with him to town but always leashed.
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As winter arrived, Smith harnessed the dogs for the work at hand. Sometimes they brought back wood for
the fire; other times, he used the team so that he could visit his sluice boxes to take care of any repairs
necessary.

Slowly, Smith began to experiment with adding Wolf to the
dog team. Wolf was happy to work, and over time, he proved to be an exceptional team leader. Because
wolves have a superior sense of smell, Wolf could pick up scents that eluded most dogs. Many times that
helped them find their way home.
Klondike Slows Down
News traveled slowly in gold country. Miners in Dawson City had infrequent deliveries of the U.S. mail, or
they awaited travelers who might bring news.
In late 1898, the miners were particularly thrilled to hear that gold was discovered in Nome. Hope was
dimming for more gold in the Klondike, so even a 60-day journey from Dawson to Nome seemed
worthwhile.
By the fall of 1899, most of the Klondike miners were breaking camp and setting out for Nome, and Smith,
too, was ready for the new adventure. It would be a long trip through wicked conditions, so Smith packed
food and supplies carefully. Wolf had been with Eli for three years by this time, and he was very much a
part of the pack.
As Smith and his team traveled, they frequently saw men and dogs whom they knew from Dawson City.
The Trip to Nome
Among the men, Smith was among the most careful with his animals. The sled dogs that were not part
huskies or part wolf needed leather “booties” to protect the pads of their feet for the long journey over ice.
Smith was one of the few who took the time to create leather footwear for his dogs.
When they reached the stretch of trail near the Bering Sea, they encountered a storm that gave Eli pause. It
came up suddenly and the winds were extraordinarily fierce. The temperature dropped quickly to the range
of 60 below. This was one of the first times when Eli realized Wolf’s worth. Because Wolf could pick up
scents from beneath the snow cover, he always knew which way to go.
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No Luck for Eli in Nome
Eli Smith did not have early luck in Nome, so he needed other work. When he heard the U.S. government
was paying well for mushers who took a mail route, he signed up. The work was hard. The mail was heavy
and the distances were long, but he had a good team and knew he could do it.
Smith was assigned one of the most difficult routes, a 350-mile run from Nome to Unalakleet through some
of the most storm-prone territories. He acquired a partner, so that they could rest between runs. Between
the two men they also added more dogs and built their own lightweight sleds. Because of the weight of the
mail, the dogs were harnessed in pairs and were fed three times each day instead of just twice.
Life as a mail carrier soon proved challenging but manageable, and Smith was happy with the work.
Alaska Gains Representation in Congress

Wheels were added to the sled for easier travel during
summer.
Though Alaska did not become a territory until 1912, the District of Alaska gained a representative in
Congress in 1905. Locals wanted to make Congress aware that Alaska needed investment in roads and
railroads.
With that in mind, a wager was offered by a fellow named Lucky Johnson (sources do not agree on who
offers the wager; Johnson is mentioned in Frank Caldwell’s book). For any musher who traveled from
Nome to Washington, D.C. Johnson offered a $10.000 reward. (Some accounts say only $5,00 was
offered.)
There were stipulations:
-The musher must leave Nome with 10 dogs and arrive in Washington, D.C. with at least six dogs from the
original team.
-He must arrive in Washington before February 22, 1907, to be there before Congress adjourned for the
1907 term.
-He must visit President Teddy Roosevelt to discuss Alaska’s needs and receive from the president a signed
note that established date of arrival.
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Eli Smith Leaves Nome
Smith knew what a great team he had and accepted the challenge. He found someone to take his mail route
during his absence. The trip was 8000 miles, and it would be a hard go. He wasted no time and left Nome
on November 14, 1905.
With Wolf as leader they made the difficult passage past Unalakleet, across the portage and on to Nulato,
From there they followed the Valdez Trail to Fairbanks where they boarded a ship for Seattle. The dogs did
not like the ocean passage and were glad when the team stepped out on land again. As the weather warmed
in the northwest, the sled became difficult to pull. One of the farmers with whom Smith and the team
stayed offered to add wheels to the sled to make the going easier.
Press Coverage as They Traveled
As Eli Smith’s sled dog team traveled through states in the Lower 48, he attracted attention and press. One
of the questions he frequently received concerned how he remained motivated and kept the team going.
Smith noted that the dogs all knew their names, so mornings began with Smith calling each dog by name.
He would receive a tail wag and the appropriate canine stepped forward for his harness. As the day wore
on, he kept up a patter with them.
“I never whip my dogs, but I talk to them, whistle tunes for them, and sing to them. They like musical
sounds, but aren’t picky. It doesn’t take a very high class of music to please them.”
Dog Music
Smith also said that at night, the dogs made their own music. Huskies (and wolves) don’t bark but they do
howl. In the evenings, Smith fell asleep listening to Wolf and the huskies calling around to other wildlife in
the area.
Along the way, there were some surprises. A report in The Star Press in Muncie, Indiana, reported that the
dogs sometimes encountered farm animals. Along one rural road, a flock of chickens startled and flew up
from behind a stone fence. Even in harness, the dogs made quick work of creating their own chicken
dinner. As usual when these things happened, Smith found the farmer and made good on the fellow’s
loss. And chickens were cheaper than the calf they took down. “My dogs will kill anything but not a
human being,” explained Smith.
Reaches D.C.
On February 2, 1907, Eli Smith and the team could be found traveling up Connecticut Avenue to the White
House, attracting a lot of public attention. He drove the only sled dog team amidst horse-drawn wagons,
buggies, and early automobiles. It was one year, three months, and six days since the day he left Nome.
When he pulled into the muddy drive that led to the Executive Mansion, the President was alerted. Within
moments, Teddy Roosevelt came out to greet Eli Smith and to say hello to all the dogs. “Bully, Bully!
Fine,” were the words the press could hear the president saying.
To their great good fortune, Roosevelt’s sons, Archie and Quentin, arrived home from school while Smith
and his team were still outside the White House. The dogs were snoozing in the winter sun, and the boys
were delighted to join in the conversation. The press caught a photo of Quentin sitting in the sled after he
was introduced to each of the dogs.
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Then Roosevelt suggested that Eli bring the dog around to the back of the house so Mrs. Roosevelt could
admire them, too. Smith put the dogs through their paces to demonstrate the work of a good dog team, and
Eli was invited to return to the Executive Mansion for dinner later that evening.
Heading Home
After the successful completion of their journey, Smith and team were to return to Nome, but they had been
joined by Frank Caldwell (1867-1938). He was a a lecture agent who was sent to Alaska to help spread the
word about religion to the men in the gold fields.
Frank Caldwell met Eli Smith in Alaska, and he saw great potential in Smith’s story. Caldwell provided
photographs for a magic lantern presentation for Smith to use, and he set up lecture dates along the route
home. Smith continued to tell people about the wonders of Alaska, introduced the dogs wherever he was,
and made some money on the way home.
One of the most frequently asked questions concerned Wolf. Would he consider selling him? Smith’s
answer was always the same: “Would you sell one of your children?”
Wolf, Storm Leader

As for Wolf, he did all that he was supposed to do to make
the trip possible. Eli Smith rewarded him by removing his harness. From that day forward, Wolf either ran
free alongside the team, or if he tired as old dogs can do, he hopped into the sled and rode for a time.
When Smith returned to Alaska, they settled down in Nome, but soon a new strike occurred further north.
Like the other prospectors, Smith and his team went along for the next adventure.
True to his promise, Eli Smith kept Wolf—the best storm leader in all of Alaska—with him for the rest of
Wolf’s life
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DICK, JANE AND SALLY AND OTHER MEMORIES!

Lost Words from our childhood: Mergatroyd!. Do you remember that word? Would you believe the spellchecker did not recognize the word Mergatroyd? Heavens to Mergatroyd! The other day a not so elderly
(I say 75) lady said something to her son about driving a Jalopy; and he looked at her quizzically and said
"What the heck is a Jalopy?" He never heard of the word jalopy! She knew she was old. But not that
old. Well, I hope you are Hunky Dory after you read this and chuckle. So let's illuminate some old
expressions that have become obsolete because of the inexorable march of technology. Phrases like:
Don't touch that dial, Carbon copy, You sound like a broken record, and Hung out to dry. Back in the
olden days we had a lot of moxie. We'd put on our best bib and tucker, to straighten up and fly right.
Heavens to Betsy! Gee whillikers! Jumping Jehoshaphat! Holy moley! We were in like Flynn and living the
life of Riley; and even a regular guy couldn't accuse us of being a knucklehead, a nincompoop or a pill. Not
for all the tea in China! Back in the olden days, life used to be swell, but when's the last time anything was
swell? Swell has gone the way of beehives, pageboys and the D.A.; of spats, knickers, fedoras, poodle
skirts, saddle shoes, and pedal pushers. Oh, my aching back! Kilroy was here, but he isn't anymore. We
wake up from what surely has been just a short nap, and before we can say, “Well, I'll be a monkey's
uncle!” Or, “This is a fine kettle of fish!” We discover that the words we grew up with, the words that
seemed omnipresent, as oxygen, have vanished with scarcely a notice from our tongues and our pens and
our keyboards. Poof, go the words of our youth, the words we've left behind. We blink, and they're gone.
Where have all those great phrases gone? Long gone: Pshaw, The milkman did it. Hey! It's your nickel.
Don't forget to pull the chain. Knee high to a grasshopper. Well, Fiddlesticks! Going like sixty. I'll see you
in the funny papers. Don't take any wooden nickels. Wake up and smell the roses. It turns out there are
more of these lost words and expressions than Carter has little liver pills. This can be disturbing stuff!
(Carter's Little Liver Pills are gone too!) We of a certain age have been blessed to live in changeable
times. For a child each new word is like a shiny toy, a toy that has no age. We at the other end of the
chronological arc have the advantage of remembering there are words that once did not exist and there
were words that once strutted their hour upon the earthly stage and now are heard no more, except in
our collective memory. It's one of the greatest advantages of aging. Leaves us to wonder.
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1930 Tobsal Court
Warren, MI
888-637-9595

